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Midland Cat Club of Ireland 

19th February 2023 

Judge Sandra Woodley 

 

Huge thanks to Ronnie Carmel and their teams for the invite to judge and their hospitality 

during my stay.  Not a big entry but a quality one so I had a lovely day. Special thanks to 

Chris Coyles for undertaking a mammoth journey and coming to steward for me – hope we 

can work together again soon.  Finally special thanks to my fellow judges for your good 

company over the weekend and to Rosemary for driving 

 

Section 4 

Grand Champion 

Gr Howards Ch COCO WAVE CULT (CRX n 03)18/10/21 M 

Nice size to this young lad who has a slender well balanced body that feels firm and 

muscular and stands tall on long slender legs that finish in neat oval paws and a long 

tapering tail that is well covered in short wavy fur.  His head is held on an elegant neck and is 

a pleasing wedge shape with characteristic high cheek bones and  a strong rounded muzzle. 

He has proportionately large wide based mussel shaped ears that have rounded tips and are 

set high on his head.  In profile his skull is flat with a gentle curve at the brow and a virtually 

straight plane to the nose and a firm level chin. He has large expressive oval shaped eyes 

that have an almost straight topline and slant slightly to the outer edge of his ears.  Lovely 

silky texture to his short fairly dense coat that shows medium waves and was just a little flat 

on the spine line and is free from guard hairs.  A sweet natured boy enjoying our cuddles 

 

Cornish Rex Adult  

One entered for and awarded BOB 

Howards Ch COCO WAVE CULT (CRX n 03)18/10/21 M 

 

Sphynx Kitten Female 

1 Sipailienes SKINDEX KONA (SPH n) 01/07/22 F 

Adorable baby girl of lovely type and with a sweet cuddly nature.  She has a medium length 

well developed  body that is of very good weight and feels firm and muscular with a rounded 

rump and balancing length to her long almost prehensile tail. She stands on proportionately 

long firm legs that finish in neat paws with long well padded toes.  Her head shows a nicely 

balanced modified wedge that has pleasing prominent cheek bones and a broad rounded 

muzzle with a nicely defined whisker break and prominent whisker pads.  Her ears are  large 

and wide open at the base and are correctly set at a slight angle.  In profile her forehead is 

flat with a straight nose and slight break at the bridge, with good depth to her level chin.  

She has super large lemon shaped eyes that slant slightly upwards towards her ears and are 

nicely set wide apart.  She is covered with very short fine down giving her a chamois like feel 

with a slightly thicker covering on her muzzle and the backs of her ear.  A bright little 

character enjoying her day out 

 

Devon Rex Neuter Male 

1 PC & BOB Mackenzies DADDYO TALKIE TOASTER (DRX b) 14/09/21 MN 
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Well grown lad  with a super name.  He has a medium length body of good weight, that 

stands on elegant slender legs that finish in small neat oval shaped paws, with a long 

tapering tail that is well covered in very short curly fur.  His elegant neck holds a short wedge 

shaped head that has characteristic high cheek bones with a strong muzzle with a fair 

whisker break and firm chin.  He has super large ears with muffs and tiny tufts that sit on a 

broad base with rounded tips but that would benefit from more width between them.  His 

profile shows a rounded brow that leads to a flat skull with a gentle stop to his nose that just 

slopes away, good level bite.  He has medium sized oval eyes that are set well apart and 

slope towards the outer edges of his ears. He is evenly well covered in a short soft coat that 

is evenly waved with lovely short crinkly whiskers and eyebrows.  A sweet lad who was a 

pleasure to judge 

Section 5 

Grand Champion Male 

Gr Steeles Ch LUXDON BUBBALOO (BUR n) 14/03/21 M 

Not a big lad but nicely balanced with a firm muscular body that stands on slender legs with 

oval paws with balancing length to his nicely shaped tail.  His top of head just shows some 

slight flattening between his well spaced medium broad-based ears that have gently 

rounded tips and set with a slight forward tilt their outer edge following the contour of his 

wedge.  In profile he has a nicely rounded brow with a good break to his short straight nose 

and his chin recedes slightly. He has lustrous yellow chartreuse eyes that have the topline 

slanting towards his nose with a fuller more rounded lower lid, they are set well apart giving 

him a glowering expression that for me could be larger.  His wedge is short and wide and 

narrows to a pleasing blunt muzzle.  Lovely texture to his warm seal brown coat that is 

longer than ideal but lays close to his body and has a lovely sheen.  Shown in lovely 

condition with a gentle cuddly nature, however when he soon discovered that the queen 

next door was in full call and got a little over excited. 

 

Brown Burmese Male 

One entered for and awarded BOB 

                          

 

Blue Burmese Adult Female 

1 CC & BOB Redmonds JOYEUX DREAMCATCHER (BUR a) 13/04/22 F 

Calling her head off and just a little grumpy she looks mature for her 10 months.  A dainty 

girl of good weight with a lithe elegant body with proportionate slender limbs that finish in 

neat oval paws with balancing length to nicely shaped tail.  She has a very gently rounded 

top to her head with good width between her well shaped ears that sit on a broad base with 

rounded tips and are set with a slight forward tilt their outer edge following the contour of 

her wedge.  Her profile shows generous depth to her head with a gently rounded brow with 

a distinct break to her short straight nose firm chin that just lays back.  She has a short broad 

wedge that narrows to a blunt muzzle.  She has lovely large expressive pale chartreuse eyes, 

which are very well set with the top line slanting towards the nose and a fuller more 

rounded bottom line set well apart to give the typical glowering expression.   Super texture 

to her slightly long mid blue coat that shows pleasing silvering.  She really didn’t want to be 

handled and told us so but there was no malice and she let us admire her. 
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Chocolate Burmese Adult Female 

1 CC & BOB Redmonds JOYEUX GILDED GLAMOUR (BUR b) 06/04/22 F 

Sweet girl of very similar type to Dreamcatcher – no surprise as they have the same Sire.   

She is nicely balanced with a strong firm heavy body that stands on slender elegant limbs 

with neat oval paws and balancing length to well shaped tail.  Her top of head is slightly 

rounded between well spaced medium ears that have a broad base and rounded tips and set 

with a slight forward tilt their outer edge following the contour of her short wide wedge.  

She has lustrous yellow chartreuse eyes that have the topline slanting towards her nose and 

a fuller more rounded lower lid, set well apart giving her a lovely expression.  In profile she 

has fair depth to her head with a nicely rounded brow and distinct break to her short 

straight nose with good depth to her chin that just lays back.    Super texture to her fine silky 

coat that  is a warm milk chocolate with some darker shading to her points.  In tip top 

condition with a sweet outgoing nature 

 

Lilac Burmese Adult 

1 CC & BOB Steeles RAINSONG PLATINUM JUBILEE (BUR c)  05/02/22 M  

Handsome  lad of good size  with heavy body that feels firm and muscular and stands on 

elegant proportionate legs with neat oval paws and balancing length to his nicely shaped tail 

that is of the correct thickness and that tapers to a rounded tip. He has slight flat top to his 

head between his well spaced medium sized ears that have a broad base and rounded tips 

and are well set with a slight forward tilt and follow the contour of his wedge. His profile 

shows generous depth to his head a rounded brow and a distinct break to his short straight 

nose.  He has a pleasing short wide wedge that narrows to a blunt muzzle with good width at 

the jaw.   He has very large lustrous yellow eyes that have the topline slanting gently 

towards his nose and fuller more rounded lower lid, set well apart giving him a super  

glowering look.  His coat is pale dove grey that was just a little woolly in texture.  A sweet lad 

that despite his ‘don’t touch’ look has a lovely gentle nature       

 

Red Burmese Adult 

Redmonds GIRONA BARNABY (BUR d) 12/11/21 M 

A good looking lad who really would not co-operate today.  We gave him time and went 

back later but even Chris’s sweet talk didn’t work and sadly we had to leave him be 

 

Cream Burmese Adult 

1 CC & BOB Steeles RAINSONG AURELIA (BUR e) 05/05/22 F 

Adorable little lady who is just 14 days into adulthood and looking a bit like a big kitten who 

needs to grow on.  She has a weighty muscular elegant body and stands tall on slender limbs 

that finish in neat oval paws, with balancing length to her well shaped tail.  Her head needs 

time to mature and develop but shows promise with a gently rounded top between well 

spaced correctly shaped large ears that have a broad base and rounded tips and are set with 

a slight forward tilt their outer line following the outline of her wedge.  In profile she has 

generous depth to her head and a nicely rounded brow with a distinct break to her short 

straight nose that is in a straight vertical plane to her firm level chin.  Her wedge is short and  

broad and narrows to a good blunt muzzle.  She has large lustrous yellow eyes that have 
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very good shape and set with the top line slanting towards the nose and a fuller more 

rounded lower lid, set wide apart where her expression is developing. She wears a short fine 

silky coat that has a lovely sheen and is a clear slightly dark cream.  She loved having a 

cuddle and was just too big to fit in my pocket. Very promising lass who I liked a lot 

 

Red Burmese Neuter 

1 PC & BOB Redmonds GIRONA ARTFUL DODGER (BUR d) 28/03/19 MN 

Well grown lad who is nicely balanced and mature.  He has a strong firm body of good 

weight that stands on slender limbs that end in neat oval paws with balancing length to his 

tail.  He has a gently rounded dome with well spaced and set ears that he was holding a little 

high today but that are wide at the base with gently rounded tips and set with a slight 

forward tilt.  He has a short broad wedge that narrows to a blunt muzzle.  His profile shows a 

rounded brow and short  nose with a fairly  well defined break but that just has a small 

bump. and fair depth to hr chin that just lays back a fraction.  He has lustrous pale yellow 

chartreuse eyes that could for perfection be larger are well set with the top line slanting 

towards the nose and a rounded lower lid that set wide apart giving a lovely Burmese 

expression. Lovely texture to his medium close fitting coat that is a pale warm tangerine that 

almost clear but just a little harsh down his spineline.  A real sweetie with a lovely nature 

 

Burmese Breeders Adult 

1 Steeles Ch LUXDON BUBBALOO 

 

 

 


